Real-Time Geosteering

Stay in the zone

Drilling a borehole in complex geology requires continued adjustment in order to reach one or more reservoir targets. Petrolink brings all your data together in one place, giving your team shared access to the real-time information you need to keep your well in zone and on target.

Features and Benefits:

- Powerful import/export tools and report generation
- Secure RigChat for easy communication between rigsite and office
- Collaboration between directional driller, geologist, RTOC’s and drilling
- Server cloud-based – no software to download, no license fees
- Geosteer from any PC, view from any device
- No manual entry of updates
- Increased efficiency in complex well placement operations
- Real-time gamma ray correlation
- View multiple wells in a single place
- Easy to use
- 24/7 service and support

We provide key drilling and geological data for the engineering and execution of the ideal well trajectory through a solution that allows drillers, geologists and other key players to communicate between the rigsite and the office with ease.
G&G Visualization

- Easy to use application that compares offset wells with the current well in real-time.

**Correlation Widget**

- An interactive tool that brings together LWD, MWD and mud lithology data so you can sample and validate rock properties as often as required. All data is provided in a single view for improved analysis and interpretation.

**Composite Log**